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Abstract: The Affect Misattribution Procedure (AMP) has been forwarded as one of the most promising alternatives to the Implicit Association Test and the evaluative-priming task for measuring attitudes such as prejudice indirectly. We investigated whether the AMP is indeed able to detect an evaluative out-group bias. In contrast to recent conclusions about the robustness of AMP effects, six out of seven pilot studies indicated that participants did not show any prejudice effects in the AMP. Yet, these pilot studies were not fully conclusive with regard to our research question because they investigated different domains of prejudice, used small sample sizes, and employed a modified AMP version. In a preregistered, high-powered AMP study, we therefore examined whether the standard AMP does reveal prejudice against Turks, the biggest minority in Germany, and found a significant, albeit very small prejudice effect. We discuss possible reasons for the AMP’s weak sensitivity to evaluations in socially sensitive domains.
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In the last two decades, a number of so-called “indirect” or “implicit” measures have been developed to measure attitudes unobtrusively (for a recent overview, see, e.g., Gawronski & De Houwer, 2014). In contrast to self-report measures, indirect measures do not directly ask participants to provide information about themselves. Instead, this information is inferred from participants’ response latencies, error rates, or response frequencies because task performance is assumed to be shaped by the to-be-measured construct (e.g., an attitude; De Houwer, Teige-Mocigemba, Spruyt, & Moors, 2009). The indirect measurement approach is hoped to circumvent the two key problems of self-report measures, namely introspective limits (cf. Nisbett & Wilson, 1977) and distortions by self-presentation tendencies (e.g., Fazio, Jackson, Dunton, & Williams, 1995).

Although past research has revealed that indirect measures only rarely possess all features of automaticity that are typically ascribed to them (see De Houwer et al., 2009), their utility has been shown in a multitude of studies (for a comprehensive overview, see the Handbook of Implicit Social Cognition edited by Gawronski & Payne, 2010). For instance, the incremental value of indirect measures has been demonstrated in studies showing that indirect measures and self-report measures respond differently to the same experimental manipulations (e.g., Gawronski & Strack, 2004) and predict different aspects of behavior (e.g., Asendorpf, Banse, & Mücke, 2002; Cameron, Brown-Iannuzzi, & Payne, 2012; Fazio et al., 1995; Greenwald, Banaji, & Nosek, 2015; Greenwald, Poehlman, Uhlmann, & Banaji, 2009; but see Oswald, Mitchell, Blanton, Jaccard, & Tetlock, 2015, 2015), while being only weakly related to each other under many conditions (e.g., Hofmann, Gschwendner, Nosek, & Schmitt, 2005). In a similar vein, at the group level, indirect measures have been shown to reveal a priori expected preferences (e.g., a preference for the in-group) that are sometimes concealed in self-report measures (e.g., Fazio et al., 1995; Jones & Sigall, 1971). In fact, research on indirect measures has often used the latter approach to attest to an indirect measure’s validity (see De Houwer et al., 2009).

Among the currently most frequently used indirect measures rank the Implicit Association Test (IAT; Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998), the evaluative-priming task (EPT; Fazio et al., 1995), and the Affect Misattribution Procedure (AMP; Payne, Cheng, Govorun, & Stewart, 2005). Both the IAT and the EPT have been subject to some criticism. For example, due to its task structure, the IAT has been argued to be susceptible to various sources of (un)systematic construct-unrelated variance, although
it typically shows satisfactory internal consistencies and large effect sizes (Teige-Mocigemba & Klauer, 2015; Teige-Mocigemba, Klauer, & Sherman, 2010). The EPT, on the other hand, has been criticized for its usually low internal consistencies and rather small effect sizes, whereas the EPT’s task structure has been argued to prevent the influence of many variables known to confound IAT effects (see Wentura & Degner, 2010). In light of this criticism, the AMP has been forwarded as a promising alternative to the IAT and the EPT because it may combine the advantages of the IAT and the EPT (Gawronski & Ye, 2015). Specifically, the AMP has been shown to have satisfactory internal consistencies and large effect sizes, and it is structurally akin to sequential priming tasks that have a long tradition in social cognition research. Reviewing ten years of research on the AMP, Payne and Lundberg (2014) concluded that the AMP has become a well-validated tool.

Given these encouraging claims, we started to further investigate and use the AMP in our own research. In this paper, we report the results of these efforts. In six out of seven studies, we observed no evidence of prejudice (i.e., negative attitudes toward social groups) on the AMP. However, in a sample representative of our population of participants, IAT data and evaluative-priming data revealed the expected prejudice effects, suggesting that the AMP failed to detect prejudice when it was prevalent. A number of alternative explanations to this conclusion could be ruled out (see below). Given that the AMP is currently argued to be a particularly promising measure that produces robust effects, the present null findings are noteworthy and in need of empirical scrutiny (cf. Bakker, van Dijk, & Wicherts, 2012; Nosek & Lakens, 2014; Open Science Collaboration, 2015). We therefore conducted a final, preregistered, and high-powered AMP study to evaluate more conclusively the extent to which the AMP is sensitive to prejudice.

In what follows, we will first describe the basic AMP procedure, followed by a review of findings on the robustness of AMP effects. Subsequently, we will briefly report the general procedural details and the overall results of the seven pilot studies in which we searched for prejudice effects in the AMP. We will then provide the details of the preregistered, high-powered AMP study we conducted.

The AMP

In a standard AMP, participants are briefly presented with a prime stimulus (e.g., a positive or a negative image). Then, a blank screen appears and is replaced by a neutral target stimulus, typically a Chinese character, that is masked after 100 ms. Participants are asked to evaluate whether the Chinese character is visually more pleasant or more unpleasant than the average Chinese character. The AMP rests on the assumption that participants misattribute their prime evaluation to the evaluation of the target’s pleasantness (e.g., Gawronski & Ye, 2014; Payne & Lundberg, 2014). Specifically, participants are expected to base their judgment of the target stimulus on their momentary mental states (e.g., negative affective feelings) that are assumed to be unobtrusively influenced by the preceding prime stimulus. For example, Chinese characters following negative primes (e.g., the picture of an aggressive dog) should be evaluated as less pleasant than Chinese characters following positive primes (e.g., the picture of a cute kitten) because compared to positive primes, negative primes activate more unpleasant affective feelings that should then influence target evaluations.

The AMP has been shown to produce robust effects across a wide range of attitudes (e.g., Gawronski, Cunningham, LeBel, & Deutsch, 2010; Payne et al., 2005; Payne & Lundberg, 2014). For instance, AMP effects occurred despite instructions to not let the primes influence responses to the targets (Payne et al., 2005). In a similar vein, AMP effects were found even when participants reported in post-experimental interviews that they had corrected for the influence of the primes (Payne et al., 2005). Finally, AMP effects were not influenced by social pressure manipulations that should motivate participants to hide their (alcohol-related) preferences (e.g., Payne, Govorun, & Arbuckle, 2008). On the other hand, AMP effects were shown to be larger for participants who later reported that the primes influenced their responses to the targets and that they had intentionally rated the primes instead of the targets (Bar-Anan & Nosek, 2012; but see Payne et al., 2013). Relatedly, AMP effects have been found to be weaker if participants were motivated to provide accurate pleasantness responses to the targets (Eder & Deutsch, 2015). Furthermore, if participants were requested to fake reversed attitudes in the AMP, they succeeded even without strategic advice and prior task experience (Teige-Mocigemba, Penzl, Becker, Henn, & Klauer, 2016). To summarize, past research suggests that in most cases, AMP effects are robust and large. The AMP can thus be expected to detect real differences in evaluations reliably. Under certain circumstances, however, AMP effects may be susceptible to strategic influences.

Seven Pilot Studies in Search of Prejudice Effects

Encouraged by the evidence of the utility of the AMP and its robust effects (e.g., Cameron et al., 2012; Payne & Lundberg, 2014), we aimed at assessing prejudice against minorities with the AMP. Particularly in these socially
sensitive domains, indirect measures such as the AMP have been argued to reveal their utility (Greenwald et al., 2009). In this regard, we were originally interested in extending a recent multinomial process model of the AMP to estimate processes at the individual level instead of the group level only (Payne, Hall, Cameron, & Bishara, 2010). Starting from Payne and colleagues’ (2010) model, we hypothesized that an individual-level version of the model would permit us to disentangle individual process estimates for misattribution (parameter M which reflects the extent of confusing prime and target evaluations), attitudes (parameter A which reflects the affective responses to the primes provided that misattribution occurred), and target evaluations (parameter P which reflects the affective responses to the targets provided that misattribution did not occur), respectively. Accordingly, we expected the individual process parameter A to reflect a less confounded estimate of attitudes (here, prejudice against minorities) that could be used for subsequent correlational analyses.

In what follows, we report the general method and the overall results of all seven AMP studies. In the Electronic Supplementary Material (ESM 1), more detailed information about the participants, the method, and the results of each study can be found.

Method

Procedural Details of the AMP

In order to apply Payne et al.’s (2010) process model to AMP data, some procedural deviations from the standard AMP are necessary. Most importantly, the duration of the target presentation has to be manipulated (in two steps: 100 ms vs. 1,000 ms) to have enough degrees of freedom for estimating and testing the model. Regarding the procedural details of the AMP, we followed Payne et al. (2010) as closely as possible, with one important exception: We manipulated the duration of target presentation within participants, not between participants, because we aimed at estimating an individual-level model, not a group-level model.

Primes

Prime stimuli were portraits representing three prime categories, respectively: a neutral prime category, an out-group prime category, and an in-group prime category. We included a neutral prime category because it is common to do so in race AMPs (see Payne & Lundberg, 2014) and because we wanted to be able to reanalyze the data with an alternative multinomial process model developed for a stereotype variant of the AMP (Krieglmeyer & Sherman, 2012) that requires neutral prime trials. In all AMP studies, four gray, face-like shapes provided by Krieglmeyer and Sherman (2012) served as primes for the neutral prime category. As out-group prime categories, we selected different groups known to face prejudice in Germany. Specifically, the out-group and in-group prime categories were Turks and Germans (Study 1), Blacks and Whites (Studies 2 and 6), old and young women (Study 3), Caucasian women wearing traditionally tied Muslim headscarves and the same women bareheaded (Studies 4 and 7), and Arabs associated with terrorism and liked German celebrities (Study 5). Out-group and in-group prime categories were represented by four portraits each.

Following Payne et al. (2010; see Footnote 2), great efforts were made to equate the stimulus sets of the three prime categories per study, with the exception of Study 5 that used non-equated stimulus sets from prior research (see Experiment 1 of Teige-Mocigemba & Klauer, 2013). Out-group and in-group prime stimuli were selected such that the portrayed persons of the two stimulus sets were (a) unequivocally identifiable as representatives of their respective groups and (b) matched for attractiveness and valence of emotional expression (for details, see the ESM). This was done to ensure that the expected AMP effects (i.e., more positive evaluations of targets following in-group primes than of targets following out-group primes) indeed result from differences in group evaluations, and not from differences in attractiveness or emotional expression that may contribute to or override effects of prejudice. For instance, if the portrayed persons of the in-group prime category would be more attractive than those of the out-group prime category, AMP effects may be completely accounted for by these differences in attractiveness (see Footnote 2 of Payne et al., 2010). In a similar vein, Craig, Lipp, and Mallan (2014) recently showed that differences in emotional expressions elicited evaluations that were strong enough to override the a priori expected effects of prejudice against Blacks and against old people on an EPT.

Stimulus selections relied on available pre-ratings (Studies 1 and 3) or our own pre-rating studies (Studies 1, 2, and 6), whereas Studies 4 and 7 used materials that inherently prevented any confounding influence by using the same persons as exemplars of both categories, once equipped with headscarves characteristic of Muslim women, once not equipped with headscarves (non-Muslim women). Note that, for each study, the neutral primes were edited in terms of background color and shirt (as well as shirt color) to make them as similar to the out-group and in-group prime pictures as possible.

Targets

In order to estimate Payne et al.’s (2010) process model, targets have to be selected that are ambiguous enough to allow for the misattribution process while being valenced enough to be classified as (slightly) more pleasant or (slightly) more unpleasant than the average Chinese character. Like Payne and colleagues (2010; see Footnote 1),
we based our target selections on reanalyses of past AMP data. Note that we did not use Payne et al.’s target selections because we conducted our studies in Germany and, therefore, wanted to select targets according to their evaluations in a German sample.

Following Payne et al.’s procedure, we reanalyzed the average target evaluations (independent of prime type) of the 77 participants of the control groups in Experiments 1 (n = 27) and 2 (n = 50) of Teige-Mocigemba et al. (2016). The target set comprised 192 different Chinese characters that we downloaded from Keith Payne’s website (http://www.unc.edu/~bkpayne/materials.html) and that are typically used in a standard AMP. The rate of pleasant responses to these Chinese characters (averaged across participants) ranged from 29% to 86% (M = 54%, SD = 12%; descriptive statistics of Payne et al. were M = 57%, SD = 7%; range: 46%-75%).

For Study 1, we selected the 72 most positive Chinese characters (M = 45% pleasant responses) and the 72 most positive Chinese characters (M = 63% pleasant responses), overall M = 54%, SD = 10%. Due to a very strong main effect of target valence in Study 1 (see the ESM), we selected less valenced target stimuli for Studies 2-7. Specifically, we selected the 72 least negative Chinese characters from the upper half of the distribution of pleasantness ratings, resulting in a set with an average of 47% pleasant responses, and we selected the 72 least positive Chinese characters from the upper half of the distribution of pleasantness ratings, resulting in a set with an average of 61% pleasant responses. Across the two stimulus sets of slightly negative and slightly positive targets, there were M = 54% pleasant responses (SD = 8%), ranging from 42% to 70%. Target stimuli had a size of 256 × 256 pixels and all stimuli were shown on a white background on a 58 cm LCD TFT monitor (LG Flatron W2363D) with a refresh rate of 120 Hz.

**AMP Trials**

Following Payne et al. (2010), an AMP trial started with a prime picture presented for 75 ms in the center of the screen, followed by a blank screen presented for 125 ms. Then, a target appeared for 100 ms or 1,000 ms (the duration of target presentation was manipulated within participants in a block-wise manner, see below). If responses were slower than the duration of target presentation, the target was masked by a pattern mask consisting of black and white noise that remained on screen until participants responded. Responses were given by pressing the [Q] for visually more unpleasant responses and the [P] for visually more pleasant responses on a standard German QWERTZ keyboard. The labels “unpleasant” and “pleasant” were presented in the corresponding corners of the screen throughout the experiment.

**Sequence of AMP Trials**

Participants first completed a practice block, followed by six test blocks. The practice block consisted of six trials with one stimulus of each prime category (neutral, in-group, out-group) being paired with a slightly pleasant target stimulus and another stimulus of each prime category being paired with a slightly unpleasant target stimulus. With these restrictions, primes and targets were paired randomly. All stimuli of the practice block (two stimuli per prime category, six target stimuli) were additional stimuli that were presented only in the practice block.

The six test blocks comprised 24 trials each, with each of the 12 prime pictures being presented twice per block and each of the 144 target pictures presented only once throughout all test blocks. The AMP was programmed such that, per test block, each prime stimulus was once paired with a negative target and once paired with a positive target. Prime-target pairs were presented in randomized order. Because, originally, we planned to conduct hierarchical multinomial modeling analyses, we ensured that, across participants, all target stimuli were paired at least once with all prime stimuli, either in a block presenting target stimuli for 100 ms or in a block presenting target stimuli for 1,000 ms (conditions referred to as target_{short} vs. target_{long} in the following). These requirements of prime-target pairings made it necessary to collect data of at least 27 participants per study. Importantly, from test block to test block, the duration of target presentation changed within participants, and between participants, it was counterbalanced whether participants first worked through a test block with a short or with a long duration of target presentation (referred to as first block_{short} vs. first block_{long} in the following). Note that the duration of target presentation in the practice block always corresponded to that of the first test block.

**Participants**

For the reasons elaborated on above, we collected data of 27 participants per study with the exception of Study 3, in which only 25 subjects participated. Participants were mostly University of Freiburg students with different majors. They received partial course credit or €1.50 for participation. Following recommendations by Payne and Lundberg (2014), participants were excluded from data analyses, if (a) their use of one response key was a “far-out” value (Tukey, 1977) in the distribution of the total sample (i.e., if they pressed the right response key conspicuously often or rarely; overall one participant) or if (b) participants

---

1 According to Tukey’s (1977) outlier criteria, “far-out” values in the distribution of a given variable (here, mean percentage of right key presses) are values that are below (above) the first (third) quartile minus (plus) three times the total sample’s interquartile range of this variable.
indicated that they were able to read Chinese characters (overall four participants). Based on these exclusion criteria, 182 participants of the overall sample of 187 participants entered the final analyses (see the ESM for details).

**Procedure**

Upon arrival at the laboratory, participants first worked through the AMP. In all studies except Studies 1 and 5, participants subsequently rated the prime stimuli on a five-point Likert scale with regard to emotional expression (1 = very negative, 5 = very positive) and attractiveness (1 = very unattractive, 5 = very attractive). Then, they were asked to report personal data (age, gender, handedness, major, familiarity with Chinese language, and whether their relatives or close friends belonged to the out-group under investigation; only in Study 3 the latter question was not asked). Finally, participants were thanked, compensated for participation, and debriefed.

**Overview of Results**

As detailed in the ESM and in Table 1, we failed to find prejudice effects (i.e., more negative evaluations of targets following out-group primes than in-group primes) in six out of seven studies. In Studies 1–4, we investigated different social groups our student sample is typically prejudiced against. After having found no preference for Germans over Turks in Study 1, \( t(25) = .87, p = .39, \) Cohen’s \( d = 0.17 \), we initially thought that participants may just not be prejudiced against the specific out-group of Turks. However, the AMP did not reveal a preference for Whites over Blacks (Study 2) either, nor for young women over old women (Study 3), nor for non-Muslim women over Muslim women (Study 4), all \( |t| \leq 1.09, p \geq .29, d \leq 0.22 \). Because Turks, Blacks, old people, and Muslim women wearing headscarves have been found to face prejudice in Germany (see below), we suspected that the changes in the AMP procedure necessary to conduct the individual process-model analyses (i.e., within-participants manipulation of duration of target presentation) may have altered the procedure to such a great extent that the AMP may not be sensitive to prime evaluations anymore.

We tested this possibility in Study 5, using prime stimuli that have been shown to produce prejudice effects with an EPT (e.g., Teige-Mocigemba & Klauer, 2013). Specifically, we contrasted two prime categories that are of opposing valence, but are not natural counterparts, by presenting rather grim looking Arabs associated with terrorism (with beards and turbans) and rather friendly looking liked German celebrities as prime stimuli. Validating the present AMP procedure, we found the expected AMP effect with more negative evaluations of the terrorist-associated Arabs than of the liked celebrities, \( t(26) = 3.11, p = .004, \) Cohen’s \( d = 0.60 \). Based on these findings, we proceeded with the AMP procedure we had used in Studies 1–5.

In Study 6, we again investigated participants’ prejudice against Blacks. Participants’ post-experimental ratings of the out-group and in-group primes used in Study 2 had indicated that the portraits of Blacks were more attractive than those of Whites. Accordingly, attractiveness might have overridden prejudice effects, thereby explaining the null finding. We therefore selected new sets of prime stimuli that were better matched with regard to attractiveness and valence of emotional expression (for details, see the ESM). However, even with the newly selected prime sets, the AMP did not reveal the expected preference for Whites over Blacks, \( t(26) = -.46, p = .65, \) Cohen’s \( d = -0.09 \). This is remarkable because in post-experimental ratings of the prime stimuli, the portraits of Whites were now even rated as more attractive and as showing a more positive emotional expression than the portraits of Blacks, which should have contributed to the expected prejudice effect in the AMP.

In a final attempt to find prejudice effects in the AMP, we hypothesized that for prejudice effects to occur, the relevant social categories must be salient (for a similar argument, see Craig et al., 2014; Olson & Fazio, 2003; but see Gawronski et al., 2010). As has been found for the EPT, the AMP, as well, might reflect spontaneous evaluations of the exemplars (e.g., the specific portraits) rather than of the social categories (e.g., the social group the portrayed person belongs to). In Study 7, we therefore increased category salience by means of a categorization task prior to the AMP (for a similar manipulation of category salience, see Deffenbacher, Park, Judd, & Correll, 2009). Specifically, the categorization task required participants to categorize portraits of women as Muslim and non-Muslim. In two consecutive blocks of 48 trials each, 24 portraits of women wearing traditionally tied Muslim headscarves (Muslim women) and 24 portraits of bareheaded women (non-Muslim women) were presented in random order. The 48 portraits presented in the categorization task were not shown as primes in the subsequent AMP. Again, however, the AMP did not reveal the expected preference for non-Muslim over Muslim women, \( t(24) = 1.02, p = .32, \) Cohen’s \( d = 0.20 \). Accordingly, the absence of prejudice effects in the AMP did not seem to be a matter of category salience.

**Overall Analysis**

It has to be noted that, in consideration of the small sample sizes, the power to detect prejudice effects in each pilot

---

Note that the pattern of crucial significant and nonsignificant findings remained the same when we reran analyses excluding the overall 22 participants who reported that relatives or close friends belonged to the out-group under investigation.
Table 1. Percentage of pleasant responses (SD) as a function of prime-type (out-group vs. in-group) and study (Studies 1–7), and tests for statistical significance of the prejudice effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>out-group prime: M (SD)</th>
<th>in-group prime: M (SD)</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study 1 (N = 26): Turks versus Germans</td>
<td>51% (14%)</td>
<td>52% (13%)</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 2 (N = 27): Blacks versus Whites</td>
<td>55% (12%)</td>
<td>56% (11%)</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 3 (N = 24): Old versus Young</td>
<td>60% (14%)</td>
<td>59% (15%)</td>
<td>-1.09</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 4 (N = 26): Muslims versus Non-Muslims</td>
<td>53% (16%)</td>
<td>56% (15%)</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 5 (N = 27): Arabs versus liked celebrities</td>
<td>49% (17%)</td>
<td>61% (13%)</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 6 (N = 27): Blacks versus Whites</td>
<td>59% (16%)</td>
<td>58% (14%)</td>
<td>-0.46</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 7 (N = 25): Muslims versus Non-Muslims</td>
<td>54% (13%)</td>
<td>56% (14%)</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

study was rather low. We therefore conducted an overall analysis across the seven pilot studies. Specifically, pleasant responses were submitted to a 2 (duration: target\textsubscript{short} vs. target\textsubscript{long}) × 2 (prime valence: assumedly negatively valenced out-group vs. assumedly positively valenced in-group) × 2 (target valence: slightly negative vs. slightly positive) × 2 (group: first block\textsubscript{short} vs. first block\textsubscript{long}) × 7 (study: Studies 1–7) analysis of variance with repeated measures on the first three factors. Note that we excluded the neutral prime trials from this analysis. This is because, due to our initial results, our research aim switched from investigating the processes underlying prejudice effects in the AMP (modeling approach requiring neutral prime trials) to finding prejudice effects with the AMP at all. For the latter research question, neutral prime trials are irrelevant.

Following Payne et al. (2010), the overall analysis of variance should reveal a main effect of prime valence and an interaction of prime valence and duration (i.e., stronger effects of prime valence for the target\textsubscript{short} duration than for the target\textsubscript{long} duration). Furthermore, albeit less interesting for the present research focus, a main effect of target valence is to be expected, and this factor should according to Payne et al. (2010) also interact with duration such that effects of target valence should be stronger for the target\textsubscript{long} duration than for the target\textsubscript{short} duration.

Table 2 presents all results in detail. Results were clear-cut and, by and large, replicated the findings of the separate analyses per study detailed in the ESM. In the overall analysis, the main effect of prime valence reached significance, \(F(1, 168) = 6.32, p = .01, \eta^2_p = .04\), indicating a preference for the in-group (\(M = 57\%\) pleasant responses, \(SD = 13\%\)) over the out-group (\(M = 54\%\) pleasant responses, \(SD = 15\%\)). However, this effect was qualified by the factor study, \(F(6, 168) = 2.93, p = .01, \eta^2_p = .10\), with the interaction of prime valence and study being driven by the data of Study 5. Remember that by contrasting terrorist-associated Arabs with liked celebrities, Study 5 used clearly valenced but naturally not opposing prime categories that may activate strong, socially less sensitive group-based attitudes in consideration of the currently strong fear of terrorist attacks. Furthermore, Study 5 confounded differences in social categories with strong differences in other variables (e.g., valence of emotional expression or attractiveness). When the data from Study 5 were excluded from analyses, the expected main effect of prime valence became non-significant, \(F(1, 143) = .96, p = .33, \eta^2_p = .01\). In contrast to Payne et al.’s (2010) hypotheses and findings, the duration variable did not interact with prime valence, independent of whether data from Study 5 were included in or excluded from analyses, \(F < 1\) (for similar failures to replicate Payne et al.’s interaction effects, see Tobin & LeBel, 2014). The (non-) occurrence of prejudice effects was thus independent of the duration of target presentation. Further analyses confirmed that for both duration conditions (target\textsubscript{short} and target\textsubscript{long}), prejudice effects were absent if data from Study 5 were excluded from analyses, \(rs < 1\).

As in Payne et al.’s (2010) experiments, the main effect of target valence was significant, \(F(1, 168) = 100.98, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .38\), indicating more pleasant responses to slightly positive targets than to slightly negative targets. Furthermore, and in contrast to the separate analyses of each study’s data, the expected interaction effect of target valence and duration reached significance in the overall analyses, \(F(1, 174) = 6.36, p = .01, \eta^2_p = .04\), with more pronounced effects of target valence for the target\textsubscript{long} duration than for the target\textsubscript{short} duration.

**Interim Conclusion**

To summarize, we failed to find significant prejudice effects in the AMP. Only if socially less sensitive attitudes were investigated and if the prime stimuli confounded differences in social categories with strong differences in other variables influenced by valence (see Study 5) did the expected AMP effects emerge. The present research thus suggests that the AMP may not be sensitive to prejudice against out-groups.

A number of alternative explanations to this conclusion could be ruled out. First, when using clearly valenced prime stimuli pre-validated in prior research, the AMP showed the expected evaluation effect (see results of Study 5). Thus, the absence of prejudice effects in six out of seven AMP studies...
cannot be explained in terms of specific procedural details preventing the occurrence of evaluation effects, in general. Second, increasing category salience in Study 7 (and thereby increasing the likelihood that the primes in the AMP were processed according to their social categories, see Olson & Fazio, 2003) did not result in the expected prejudice effects in the AMP. Thus, the absence of effects does not appear to be due to processing stimuli at an exemplar level instead of a category level. Such an explanation also would have conflicted with previous work by Gawronski et al. (2010) who showed that only for the EPT, but not for the AMP, effect sizes increased when participants’ attention was directed to the social categories. Finally, results of the overall analyses suggest that the absence of prejudice effects does not simply result from too little power to detect prejudice effects (with the present overall sample size of 182, the power to detect a small effect of Cohen’s \( d = 0.20 \) was .85).

Although we considered it an unlikely possibility, we also pursued the possibility that participants in our student sample may simply not hold prejudice against the out-groups under investigation. To evaluate this explanation of the present results, we conducted an additional study in which we examined prejudice as assessed by another prominent indirect measure, the IAT (Greenwald et al., 1998). Specifically, 20 participants who did not participate in the AMP studies, but were representative of our population of participants, completed two prejudice IATs: a Black-White IAT and a Muslim-non-Muslim IAT, with the order of IATs counterbalanced between participants. Importantly, the IATs used exactly the same stimuli as Study 6 and Studies 4 and 7, respectively. Both IATs produced large effects reflecting strong preferences for the in-groups over the out-groups with effect sizes of Cohen’s \( d \geq 1.50 \) (for details, see the ESM). Given recent criticism of confounding influences on IAT effects (see Teige-Mocigemba et al., 2010),

Table 2. Results of the overall analysis of variance across data of the seven pilot studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>df1</th>
<th>df2</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>( \eta_p^2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group × Study</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration × Group</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration × Study</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration × Group × Study</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prime</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>6.32</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prime × Group</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prime × Study</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prime × Group × Study</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>100.98</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target × Group</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target × Study</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target × Group × Study</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration × Prime</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration × Prime × Group</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration × Prime × Study</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration × Prime × Group × Study</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration × Target</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>6.36</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration × Target × Group</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration × Target × Study</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration × Target × Group × Study</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prime × Target</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prime × Target × Group</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prime × Target × Study</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prime × Target × Group × Study</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration × Prime × Target</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration × Prime × Target × Group</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration × Prime × Target × Study</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration × Prime × Target × Group × Study</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>.051</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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we hesitate to interpret the absolute sizes of the IAT effects as pure measures of participants’ attitudes. Specifically, it has been shown that IAT effects reflect not only the construct of interest (e.g., an attitude in an attitude IAT), but are also influenced by recoding effects, task-switching abilities, and block order effects, that, among other construct-unrelated variables, may boost IAT effects (e.g., Gawronski & De Houwer, 2014). These confounding influences notwithstanding, however, the direction of IAT effects may still be (and has often been) interpreted as a valid indicator of the direction of participants’ preferences (e.g., Olson & Fazio, 2001; but see Blanton & Jaccard, 2006). After all, IAT effects have been found to comprise valid, construct-related variance (for an overview, see De Houwer et al., 2009). Accordingly, although the IAT’s effect sizes may overestimate participants’ preference for the in-group over the out-group (which is why we refrain from interpreting the absolute size of IAT effects), the direction of the present IAT effects suggests that our typical participant sample indeed prefers the in-group to the out-group (here, Whites over Blacks and non-Muslim women over Muslim women). In this regard, note that participants’ preference for Turks over Germans as investigated in Study 1 was evidenced not only by IAT data, but also by evaluative-priming data (for details, see below).

All in all, the present research raises doubts about the AMP’s suitability for the assessment of prejudice, and stands in contrast to recent conclusions about the robustness of AMP effects. It has to be noted, however, that these conclusions rely on the whole range of AMP findings in a multitude of attitude domains from which only few are concerned with prejudice or socially sensitive topics. In socially less sensitive domains (e.g., prejudice against members of opposing soccer teams), the AMP may indeed produce more robust effects than in socially more sensitive domains (e.g., prejudice against Turks).

In Search of Prejudice Effects: A Literature Review

To examine the robustness of AMP effects in socially more sensitive domains of prejudice, we reviewed past prejudice effects assessed by the AMP. We identified 19 papers reporting studies that implemented a variant of the AMP for the assessment of prejudice. In all studies, prejudice effects are to be expected and, accordingly, an indirect attitude measure such as the AMP should reveal such effects. Most studies used pictures of Black and White faces as primes, but others also used Arab versus European, Turkish versus German, old versus young, homosexual versus heterosexual, average weight versus underweight, or Jewish versus Christian as prime categories. Due to the many differences among the studies reported in the 19 papers with regard to, for instance, the prejudice domain of interest, the experimental setup, the procedural details of the AMP, and the country of data collection, conducting a meta-analysis appeared to be not informative at the present stage of evidence. Where possible, however, we computed Cohen’s d. As can be seen in Table 3, there was a wide range of effect sizes across studies (Cohen’s d ranging from −0.25 to 1.29).

On a more general level, many of the journal articles or university theses we reviewed found the expected prejudice effects (Cooley, Payne, & Phillips, 2014; Echabe, 2013; Gawronski & Ye, 2015; Payne et al., 2005, 2013; Payne, Krosnick et al., 2010; Pryor, Reeder, & Monroe, 2012). Many others, however, showed mixed evidence (Gawronski, Peters, Brochu, & Strack, 2008; Gawronski et al., 2010; Guinote, Willis, & Martellotta, 2009; Payne, Burkley, & Stokes, 2008; Pinheiro & Wentura, 2012), no AMP effects (Proia, 2012), or even reversed AMP effects (Bar-Anan & Nosek, 2012; Lycke & Setterberg, 2011; Walsh, 2013).³ Mixed and reverse AMP effects were shown in samples from different countries, and with different prime categories. In line with our own findings reported above, the literature review thus indicates that AMP effects in socially sensitive prejudice domains are not very robust. Considering the well-known fact that null findings are hard to publish (Rosenthal, 1979) and given the current academic incentive structure (e.g., Nosek & Bar-Anan, 2012), the literature review may even overestimate the evidence of prejudice effects assessed by the AMP. It therefore appears to be a question worthy of further study whether or not the AMP is able to detect an evaluative out-group bias when it is present. In this regard, a preregistered study investigating this question guarantees by the nature of the preregistration procedure that its results are free of selection and publication biases.

Preregistered Study

Given that our pilot studies reported above investigated different domains of prejudice, used small sample sizes, and employed a modified AMP version, we ran a final, high-powered AMP study to provide a more conclusive answer to the question of whether the AMP does reveal existing prejudice effects in Germany or not. The results of such a study could be an important starting point for further research on possible variables that may moderate or mediate the occurrence of evaluation effects in the AMP.

³ Please note that three studies were not listed above because they did not report AMP effects (Imhoff & Banse, 2009; Lundberg & Payne, 2014) or were not interpretable for the present purpose (Todd & Burgmer, 2013).
Specifically, we aimed to investigate prejudice against Turks, the biggest minority in Germany, by means of the standard AMP as introduced by Payne et al. (2005; see also Payne & Lundberg, 2014). Based on our pilot studies and the literature review, but in contrast to recent conclusions about the robustness of AMP effects, we had doubts that the AMP would reveal prejudice effects, although prejudice is expected to be prevalent. For instance, different studies conducted in Germany using indirect measures (e.g., EPT, IAT, Extrinsic Affective Simon Task, stereotype priming), direct self-report measures, and behavioral data suggest that Germans are prejudiced against Turks (e.g., Asbrock, 2010; Degner & Wentura, 2008, 2011; Florack, Scarabis, & Bless, 2001; Gawronski, 2002; Gawronski, Geschke & Banse, 2003; Gschwendner, Hofmann, & Schmitt, 2006; Hofmann, Gschwendner, Castelli, & Schmitt, 2008; Kahraman & Knoblich, 2000; Klauer, Schmitz, Teige-Mocigemba, & Voss, 2010; Klink & Wagner, 1999; Neumann & Seibt, 2001; Pettigrew, 1998; Wagner, van Dick, & Zick, 2000; but see Degner, Wentura, Gniewosz, & Noack, 2007). Importantly, in most of these studies, participants have been students indicating that prejudice against Turks is prevalent in the population of German students.

To get an empirically grounded estimate on prejudice against Turks in our population of Freiburg participants, we analyzed data of two further independent studies using indirect measures, one EPT study and one IAT study. Importantly, both studies relied mainly on University-of-Freiburg students (i.e., the samples were representative of our population of participants) and employed the same prime stimuli as those we used in the preregistered AMP study (see below). Results of the two studies should therefore reveal whether and to what extent our participants can be expected to hold prejudice against Turks. As detailed in the ESM, we found a clear preference for Germans over Turks in both indirect measures (Cohen’s $d_{EPT} = 0.53$; Cohen’s $d_{IAT} = 2.10$). Accordingly, the AMP should also reflect this evaluative out-group bias if it is an indirect measure of prejudice.

### Method

#### Participants

Different approaches have been proposed to determine a study’s sample size on a priori grounds. For instance,
sample size estimations may be based on effect sizes that (a) could be considered as meaningful in the prejudice context, that (b) have been found in one’s own studies (and, thus, may be expected for the population of participants), or that (c) different measures typically reveal in the prejudice domain of interest. We followed these and further approaches, and determined sample size by complying with the most conservative result. The most conservative approach turned out to be taking an effect size that, by convention, marks the lower bound of small effects (i.e., Cohen’s $d = 0.20$; cf. Lakens & Evers, 2014). With a power of .90 and a Type 1 error probability of .05, we needed 216 participants to detect an existing prejudice effect by means of a one-tailed $t$ test. As a second approach, we calculated a 95% confidence interval for the lower effect size of the two indirect measures on prejudice against Turks that our student sample worked through (i.e., Cohen’s $d_{EPT} = 0.53 < $ Cohen’s $d_{IAT} = 2.10$; see ESM for details), using a script provided by Wuensch (2012). With the lower bound of this interval, Cohen’s $d = 0.29$, we would only need 102 participants to detect an existing prejudice effect with a power of .90 (power would be .995 with $N = 216$). Finally, we could have chosen an approach recommended by Simonsohn (2015), according to which the sample size of the original prejudice AMP (Payne et al., 2005, Experiment 6) has to be multiplied by 2.5. This would have resulted in an $N$ of 138, which is considerably below the number of participants we decided to aim for.

Given our decision to comply with the most conservative approach, we aimed at recruiting complete data sets of 216 German participants (with mother tongue German) who were mainly students of the University of Freiburg. Only participants aged between 18 and 45 years were allowed to participate to ensure task comprehension and sufficient task performance. For participation, participants received €1.50. Thirty-eight participants had to be excluded from data analyses due to a priori defined exclusion criteria and were replaced by newly gathered participants to ensure the final sample size of 216 for the analyses. It should be noted, however, that the significance pattern of the results reported below did not change if data analyses included all participants. Of the 216 German participants (124 female, 91 male, and 1 undeclared; mean age = 23, $SD = 3.85$, range 18–45 years) whose data entered the analyses, 26 indicated to have Turkish relatives or close Turkish friends (189 participants denied, 1 undeclared).

**Procedure**

In individual sessions of about 15 min, participants first completed the Turks versus Germans AMP. Subsequently, participants were asked to provide some personal data (i.e., age, gender, handedness, major, familiarity with Chinese language, mother tongue, and whether they have Turkish relatives or close Turkish friends). Finally, participants were thanked, compensated for participation, and debriefed.

**The AMP**

Most importantly, the preregistered study used a standard AMP to exclude the possibility that the block-wise within manipulation of duration of target presentation may have influenced results of the pilot AMP studies. Furthermore, we only presented portraits of Turks and Germans as primes, but not of neutral primes because these were irrelevant for the present research question. Participants were seated at a distance of approximately 55 cm from the computer screen.

**Materials**

Prime and target stimuli had a size of $256 \times 256$ pixels (subtending between approximately 7 cm horizontally and 7 cm vertically on the screen) and were shown on a white background on a 58 cm LCD TFT monitor (LG Flatron W2363D) with a refresh rate of 120 Hz.

**Primes**

Prime stimuli were six portraits representing Turks and six portraits representing Germans. We selected these stimuli from a stimulus pool provided by Singmann, Kellen, and Klauer (2013), who also made the corresponding stimulus ratings of an online study available to us. Pre-ratings comprised ratings of typicality (possible range: $-6 = \text{very}$...
typical for the other race, 6 = very typical for the own race) and of valence of emotional expression (1 = negative, 7 = positive). Ratings of attractiveness (1 = very unattractive, 5 = very attractive) were collected in our laboratories (N = 40; 20 female, 20 male; mean age = 25 years). Stimuli were selected such that they were matched with regard to typicality of their respective social group (M_Turks = 4.32, SD_Turks = .53; M_Germans = 4.28, SD_Germans = .54; t[10] = .14, p = .89), valence of emotional expression (M_Turks = 4.33, SD_Turks = .65; M_Germans = 4.34, SD_Germans = .59; t[10] = -.02, p = .98), and attractiveness (M_Turks = 2.67, SD_Turks = .27; M_Germans = 2.80, SD_Germans = .34; t[10] = -.77, p = .46) to control for variables that may confound differences in social categories. Importantly and as reported above, an IAT and an EPT using exactly the same prime stimuli have been found to reveal robust prejudice effects, confirming the suitability of the preselected stimuli (see ESM for further detail).  

Targets
As targets, we used the same 144 target stimuli that we had also used in Studies 2–7. According to our reanalyses of prior AMP data (see above), these stimuli belong to the most moderately valenced Chinese characters of Keith Payne’s target pool that is typically used for AMP studies.

AMP Trials
An AMP trial started with a prime picture presented for 75 ms in the center of the screen, followed by a blank screen presented for 125 ms. Then, a target appeared that was masked after 100 ms by a pattern mask consisting of black and white noise. The pattern mask remained on screen until participants responded. Responses were given by pressing the [Q] for visually more unpleasant responses and the [P] for visually more pleasant responses on a standard German QWERTZ keyboard. The labels “unpleasant” and “pleasant” were presented in the corresponding corners of the screen throughout the experiment.

Sequence of AMP Trials
Participants first completed a practice block, followed by two test blocks. The practice block consisted of four trials with one Turk stimulus and one German stimulus being paired with a slightly pleasant target stimulus, and another Turk stimulus and German stimulus being paired with a slightly unpleasant target stimulus. Primes and targets were paired in an otherwise random order. All stimuli of the practice block (two Turk stimuli, two German stimuli, and four target stimuli) were reserved for the practice block only.

The test blocks comprised 72 trials each, with each of the 12 prime pictures being presented six times per block and each of the 144 target pictures presented only once throughout the two test blocks. Per test block, each prime stimulus was paired three times with a slightly negative target and three times with a slightly positive target, and prime-target pairs were presented in an otherwise random order.

Results
For the sake of comparability with the results of the pilot studies, we submitted pleasant responses to a 2 (prime valence: assumedly negatively valenced Turks vs. assumedly positively valenced Germans) × 2 (target valence: slightly negative vs. slightly positive) analysis of variance with repeated measures on both factors. We were mostly interested in the main effect of prime valence. As in the pilot studies, however, and excluding the possibility that participants provided random responses, we expected to find a main effect of target valence, with more pleasant responses for slightly pleasant as compared to slightly unpleasant targets.

Indeed, the main effect of target valence reached significance, F(1, 215) = 76.05, p < .001, η_p^2 = .26, replicating the pattern of the pilot studies. Most importantly, however, the

5 An anonymous reviewer suspected that our efforts to equate the stimulus sets with regard to attractiveness might result in the selection of Turks who are more attractive than the selected Germans. This is because participants’ prejudice may have biased attractiveness ratings leading to generally worse evaluations of Turks on positive dimensions such as attractiveness. Any null effect in the AMP may, thus, reflect diametrically opposed influences of prejudice and biased stimulus selection that cancel each other out.

From our perspective, two findings contradict this assumption. First, as detailed in the main text and the ESM, we found significant prejudice effects in an evaluative-priming task and an IAT that used exactly the same stimuli as the AMP in the preregistered study. If the portraits of Turks were more attractive than those of Germans, this should have diminished prejudice effects in the EPT and the IAT as well.

Second, we followed the reviewer’s advice and collected attractiveness ratings of an additional Turkish sample (N = 40; 20 female, 20 male; mean age = 25 years), assuming that Turkish participants can be expected to give more unbiased attractiveness judgments of portrayed in-group members. Replicating the findings of the German sample, Turkish participants rated the preselected portraits of Turks and of Germans as similarly attractive (M_Turks = 2.39, SD_Turks = .23; M_Germans = 2.58, SD_Germans = .40; t[10] = −.995, p = .34). Descriptively, the selected portraits of Turks were even rated as less attractive than the selected portraits of Germans. This should, if anything, add to, rather than run counter to, prejudice effects in the AMP. We also submitted attractiveness ratings to a 2 × 2 (prime: portrait of a German vs. portrait of a Turk) analysis of variance with repeated measures on the second factor. This analysis revealed a significant main effect of sample, F(1, 10) = 41.38, p < .001, with the Turkish participants giving slightly lower attractiveness ratings overall than the German participants. Importantly, however, neither the main effect of prime, F(1, 10) = 0.82, p = .39, nor the interaction of sample and prime, F(1, 10) = 0.41, p = .54, reached significance.
main effect of prime valence was also significant, \( F(1, 215) = 6.00, p = .015, \eta^2_p = .03 \), indicating a preference for Germans (\( M = 55.45\% \) pleasant responses, \( SD = 13.13\% \)) over Turks (\( M = 53.68\% \) pleasant responses, \( SD = 13.50\% \)). This AMP effect, however, was very small, \( M = 1.77\% \), \( SD = 10.61 \), \( t(215) = 2.45, p = .008 \) (one-tailed), Cohen’s \( d = 0.17 \). The interaction of prime valence and target valence was not significant, \( F(1, 215) = .003, p = .95, \eta^2_p = .00 \).

In order to exclude the possibility that the prejudice effect may have been depressed by participants who can be assumed to be positively biased toward Turks on a priori grounds, we reran analyses after having excluded the 26 participants who reported to have Turkish relatives or close Turkish friends and one further participant who did not respond to this item. As in the pilot studies, the reanalysis revealed the same pattern of significances as the analysis of the whole sample: Again, there was a small, albeit significant, AMP effect of \( M = 1.68\% \), \( SD = 10.44 \), \( t(188) = 2.21, p = .015 \) (one-tailed), Cohen’s \( d = 0.16 \).

Upon the editor’s request, we tested as an exploratory analysis whether the very small effect goes back to a few participants with particularly strong effects (cf. Bar-Anan & Nosek, 2012). There were indeed six participants with outlier values in the distribution of the individual AMP effects (Tukey, 1977). Specifically, with values larger than or equal to 33\%, AMP effects of five participants were above the third quartile plus 1.5 times the total sample’s interquartile range of the AMP effect, while, with a value of \(-35\%\), the AMP effect of only one participant was below the first quartile minus 1.5 times the total sample’s interquartile range of the AMP effect. Not surprisingly, the AMP effect was not normally distributed as revealed by the Shapiro-Wilk test, \( W = .96, p < .001 \). Excluding the six participants with outlier values led to a normal distribution of AMP effects, \( W = .99, p = .23 \). Furthermore, although the AMP effect decreased, it still reached significance in the reduced sample, \( M = 1.09\% \), \( SD = 8.84 \), \( t(209) = 1.79, p = .04 \) (one-tailed), Cohen’s \( d = 0.12 \).

Finally, as an exploratory analysis that we had preregistered, we conducted Bayesian analyses in order to gain information about the strength of evidence for the presence (alternative hypothesis) or absence (null hypothesis) of a prejudice effect in the AMP. Bayesian analyses were performed using the distributions recommended by Rouder, Speckman, Sun, Morey, and Iverson (2009; Cauchy prior width of .707). The Bayes factor (BF) evidence for the alternative hypothesis in a one-tailed \( t \) test amounted to 2.80 for the deviation of the AMP effect from zero. According to conventional classifications (e.g., Wetzels & Wagenmakers, 2012), the BF evidence in favor of the alternative hypothesis (i.e., a prejudice effect in the AMP) was thus anecdotal (including BFs between 1 and 3).

**General Discussion**

The Affect Misattribution Procedure has been forwarded as one of the most promising alternatives to the Implicit Association Test and the evaluative-priming task for measuring attitudes such as prejudice indirectly. In the present research, we investigated whether the AMP is indeed able to detect an evaluative out-group bias. In contrast to recent conclusions about the robustness and large effect sizes of AMP effects (Payne et al., 2005; Payne & Lundberg, 2014), six out of seven pilot studies had indicated that participants did not show any prejudice effects in the AMP. Yet, these pilot studies were not fully conclusive with regard to our research question because they investigated different domains of prejudice, used small sample sizes, and employed a modified AMP version. In a preregistered, high-powered AMP study, we therefore examined whether the standard AMP as introduced by Payne and colleagues (2005; see also Payne & Lundberg, 2014) does reveal prejudice against the biggest minority in Germany: Turks.

Across different studies conducted in Germany, indirect measures other than the AMP (e.g., EPT, IAT, Extrinsic Affective Simon Task, stereotype priming) converge on the finding that Germans (including students) are prejudiced against Turks (see above for further details). The AMP should therefore reflect this evaluative out-group bias if it is an indirect measure of attitudes. In the present preregistered study, the AMP indeed revealed a significant prejudice effect. However, with a Cohen’s \( d = 0.17 \), this effect was much smaller than what we (and other researchers) had found with other (indirect) measures (e.g., for the EPT: Cohen’s \( d = 0.53 \); for the IAT: Cohen’s \( d = 2.10 \)). In fact, the prejudice effect in the AMP was so small that it even fell short of the lower bound for a small effect (i.e., Cohen’s \( d = 0.20 \)), and, in terms of Bayesian analyses, the evidence in favor of a prejudice effect was only anecdotal.

Taken together, the present findings conflict with recent conclusions about the robustness and large effect sizes of AMP effects. Particularly in socially more sensitive domains, such as prejudice against out-group members, the AMP appears to reveal, if anything, only small effects as was also indicated by a literature review reported above.\(^6\) With regard to prejudice against Turks, the very small effect

---

\(^6\) Note, however, that the present findings do not exclude the possibility that an AMP effect correlates with external criteria in a meaningful way, irrespective of its overall mean.
found in the present preregistered study is particularly surprising because data collection of this study coincided with crucial events (e.g., terrorist attacks conducted by members of the Islamic State in the neighboring countries France and Belgium) and public debates (e.g., media coverage of refugees and Muslims in Germany) that reinforced more negative perceptions of Arabs and Muslims (e.g., as possibly threatening) and, perhaps, of Turks as well. Accordingly, it may be expected that prejudice against Turks is currently even augmented, which was, however, not reflected in the size of the AMP effect, thereby questioning the AMP’s sensitivity to prejudice effects.

Clearly, the present findings raise the question of how to account for the AMP’s weak sensitivity to prejudice effects. One possibility is that participants may deliberately distort their responses when it comes to the assessment of socially sensitive attitudes. After all, it has been shown that the AMP can be faked easily (Teige-Mocigemba et al., 2016). For instance, participants may effectively prevent the primes from influencing responses to the targets (e.g., by actively contrasting target judgments away from the evaluative implications of the primes, see Krieglmeyer & Sherman, 2012). This may also lead to more accurate target evaluations, which have been shown to reduce the size of AMP effects (e.g., see Eder & Deutsch, 2015; Teige-Mocigemba et al., 2016). Alternatively, in socially sensitive domains, participants might be more hesitant to intentionally rate the prime instead of the target, when working through the AMP (see Bar-Anan & Nosek, 2012). Note that this explanation may also account for the significant AMP effect in Pilot Study 5 that used not only clearly valenced stimulus materials, but also examined prejudice in a socially less sensitive domain (namely, preference for liked celebrities over terroris-associated Arabs). In other words, to the extent to which participants are not motivated to hide their attitudes, evaluation effects may be more likely to increase the size of AMP effects.

Undoubtedly, future research is needed to examine the impact of the just proposed and further explanations. We believe that such research is worth the effort because it may help (a) to improve an indirect measure that has become one of the most promising candidates among indirect measures and (b) to better understand what variables influence the processes assumed to underlie AMP effects (e.g., see Gawronski & Ye, 2014). For instance, if it turned out that strategic control can account for the AMP’s small effect sizes in socially sensitive domains, changing some procedural details such as, for example, implementation of a response deadline may reduce participants’ control efforts considerably. Moreover, there might be variables that increase the likelihood of the misattribution process to operate, and, thereby, may enhance the AMP’s sensitivity to spontaneous evaluations, even in socially sensitive domains. For instance, and as implied by the “inkblot” metaphor used by Payne and colleagues (2005), the targets have to be ambiguous enough to permit the misattribution of prime evaluations. Beyond that, however, it might be hypothesized that prime-target similarity also influences the likelihood of the misattribution process. Imagine, for instance, that we had employed a prejudice AMP that used more human, face-like shapes as targets such as the targets of the Stereotype Misperception Task of Krieglmeyer and Sherman (2012). It appears to be plausible that it would be easier to misattribute a spontaneous evaluation of a face (e.g., a portrait of a Turk) to these more human, face-like targets than to the nonhuman Chinese characters that are typically used in a standard AMP. Put differently, besides the targets’ ambiguity, the applicability of prime evaluations to target evaluations may be important for the operation of the misattribution process and, thus, for the size of AMP effects (cf. Higgins, Rholes, & Jones, 1977).

Conclusion
The main purpose of the present research was to examine whether the AMP is able to detect an evaluative out-group bias when it is present. In contrast to recent conclusions about the robustness of AMP effects, several pilot studies did not find significant out-group bias and a preregistered, high-powered study revealed an effect that was smaller than what is conventionally labeled as a small effect (i.e., Cohen’s $d$ was smaller than 0.20). The present findings thereby suggest poor sensitivity of the AMP as a measure of prejudice. Given that AMP effects appear to be more robust in socially less sensitive domains, we discussed possible reasons for the AMP’s weak sensitivity to evaluations in socially sensitive domains and sketched possible lines of future research. We hope that the present work will inspire future research on possible variables that may moderate or mediate the occurrence of evaluation effects in the AMP.
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